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Imām Bajuri‟s introduction to the Jawhara 

 

All Praise be to Allāh, the Unique [al-munfarid], who brings about both non-

existence1 [al-i’dam] and existence [al-ijad]. Free is He from the 

imperfection of having any deficiency and its opposites2. I bare witness 

that there is no Deity worthy of worship beside Allāh who is free from 

partners, Eternal without Beginning [al-Qadim]3, dissimilar to created 

beings, Everlasting without Endīng [al-Baqi]4 and it is He alone, who brings 

everything created to an end [Wa haliku kulli min ‘adahu min al-makhluqat]. 

I bare witness that our master and prophet Muhammad is the truthful and 

upright [al-amin]5 slave and messenger of Allāh. He conveyed everything 

that he was commanded to convey from the Lord and Cherisher [Rabb] of 

the created order. May the peace and blessings of Allāh be upon him, his 

family, and companions, who are the pearls of the Gnostics and the 

flowers of the gardens of eloquence and insight. 

                                                           
1 He alone removes from existence that which He brings into existence. The Imām 

follows the approach of the Qurān here mentioning nonexistence before existence as 

Allāh mentions death before life, „Alladhi khalaqa l-mawta wa l-hayat…- He who created death 

and life …‟ (67:2). We often think in terms of life and death or body and spirit while the 

Qurān speaks to us in terms of death and life or spirit and body so that we may come to 

see ourselves as a spirit possessing a body and not merely a body possessing a spirit. 

2 Opposites: meaning that Allāh is free from the opposite of Perfection i.e. imperfection. 

3 Meaning that He was before He brought place and time into existence, and He is now 

as He ever was. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said: kana Allāhu wa la shay‟a ma„ahu – 

“Allāh existed and nothing existed together with Him.” He is Eternal through Himself, and not 

through some external cause; the reason being is that He would not be eternal without 

beginning if something other than Him was a cause (thereby preceding) His Eternity. 

4 If His being Eternal without beginning is confirmed, then it is without question and 

unmanageable that non-existence be possible for Him 

5 Al-Amin: One who is upright, truthful and honest. In the craft of Tawhid , al-Amana, as 

we shall see, means to be sinless [ma‟sum] both inwardly and outwardly.  
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And to proceed, says the one who is most in need of his Lord, Ebrahīm6 the 

son of Muhammad al-Bājuri7 the possessor of deficiencies8: 

When the author of the poem, the scholar of vast knowledge in the scared 

sciences, the ocean of insight and immense understanding [habr al-bahr al-

fahhama], the one from whom knowledge flows, al-Shaykh Ebrahīm al-

Laqqāni presented this text, the people named it ‘The pearl of Divine 

Oneness’ [Jawahara al-Tawhīd ]. In it the author systemized all the unique 

and critical issues of this craft [fann]. It contains the most lustrous of pearls 

[nafa’is al-durar], it is radiant in beauty and will astonish those of keen 

intellect and bring forth that which will intrigue and astound (the reader)9. 

Through it, many are eager to enter the garden of its benefits [fi riyad 

fawa’ida] and to experience from the fruits of its table. Some of my 

brothers have asked me to write a commentary [hashiya] on the poem. 

One that will unpack [tusfiru] its symbols [rumuz] and secrets [asrar] and lift 

the veil of what is hidden within it. 

My breast was expanded so that I could respond to their request and it is 

Allāh alone who knows what is hidden within it10
.  I have thus moved with 

my reins [zimām] toward its garden and immersed my thoughts in it. It has 

become easy for me to do this [wa qad tayassara li idh dhaka] as some of the 

                                                           
6 He did not give himself the title of Shaykh or Imām, indicating his intense humility.  The 

prophet (peace be upon him) said: ma tawada‟a ahadu –llahi „azza wa jalla illa rafa‟ahu –llahu 

ta‟ala - “none humbles himself before Allāh, Exalted and Sublime, except that Allāh elevates him.” 

7 Bajur is a town in Egypt, which is sometimes referred to as Bayjur. 

8 This is similar to what Imām al-Shafi‟i said regarding his kitab al-Umm in that no work 

is perfect save the word of Allāh (al-Qurān). The Imām‟s humility before his Lord and 

Cherisher [Rabb] flows through his commentary on the Jawhara. 

9 The Imām decorates his words in a sublime way, bringing forth an appetite or desire to 

plunge the depths of Tawhid. It is as if he is preparing a table of delicacies and inviting 

one and all to taste of its fruits. 

10 Breast here means the inner most recesses within the heart. The Imām alludes to the 

fact that Allāh alone knows whether one is sincere or not. 
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commentaries of those with high aspiration has reached me, including 

that of Shaykh ‘Abd al-Salam11, which was of the first I benefitted from 

beside many additional commentaries from the most elite of scholars. It is 

through these works that al-Salam 12 has brought me an opening [fataha] 
13.   

I have extracted from it, its precious pearls and noble excellences and 

composed it upon a pattern embellished and well arranged. I have 

prepared some footnotes upon this honourable text and have named it: 

Tuhfatu l-Murid ‘ala Jawhara al-Tawhīd.  

May Allāh (The Most High) grant us sincerity (in treading this path) seeking 

only His Honourable Countenance. And may all sound hearts benefit from 

it. It is my hope that the reader of this text look upon it with the eye of 

pardon14 and covers the faults which I have made within it. Covering the 

fault of another is of the most honourable traits [min shaymi l-kiram] while 

the exposing of what one has kept hidden is the habit [da’b] of the 

wretched. It is Allāh (The Most High) whom I ask, and through His prophet do I 

                                                           
11 He is the son of Imām Ebrahīm Laqqāni and is among those wrote one of the earliest 

commentaries on the text.   

12 Al-Salam [The Bestower of Peace and Security] is one of the 99 Names of Allāh [Asma al-

Husna] as will be elaborated later. 

13 Fath here means to expand the breast and lift the veil of what was previously 

unknown. 

14 The Imām once again brings to the forefront his connection with his Creator. He 

reminds himself and the reader that we are human beings who err and requests from the 

reader to overlook what faults may fall on the reader‟s eye. The Arabic word for mankind 

is insan, which is derived from the root nasiya, meaning to forget or err. As human beings, 

we have interwoven within our very being the potential to err and forget. How then do 

we respond to the next human being who might err? Do we respond with belligerence 

and anger? Or do we respond with the eye of forgiveness? These are pertinent questions, 

which we need to reflect upon as they are key to the betterment of any society. 
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seek the means15 [wa bi-nabiyyihi atawassal] that this work gain a place of 

acceptance. Indeed Allāh (The Most High) is the best in whom one can hope 

[khayru ma-mul] and the most Generous of those one may ask [wa akramu 

mas-ul]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 Tawassul through the Prophet (peace be upon him) is a request in acknowledgement of his 

standing as the chief intercessor for the Community before Allāh, and it is a request for 

Allāh's blessing as affected by Allāh in the person of His Prophet and His saints. The 

Imām makes his position clear in his introduction regarding the question of tawassul. 
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The Basmalah16 
It is the sacred formula, whose author is Allāh, based firstly on the 

supreme name Allāh, then on the two names al-Rahman and al-Rahim, both 

of which derive from mercy [rahmah], a word which encompasses love, 

kindness, and compassion. 

 

Section: The reason for starting with the basmalah 

Says Imām Bājuri: The author [nadhim] opens his work with the Basmalah 

followed by the Hamdalah 17 which is in accordance with the Noble Qurān 

in the way it starts and the order in which it has been placed [al-tartib al-

tawqifi], not necessarily in the order of its revelation 18.  Sahih Bukhari 19 and 

other major hadith collections indicate that the first verse revealed to the 

prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was Iqra 20 and not the Basmalah.  

                                                           
16 Beneficial notes on the Basmalah as found in the Tuhfa of Imam al-Bajuri, the Risala 

of Imām Qushayri and the Ghunya of Shaykh „Abd al-Qadir al-Jaylani. 

17 The Basmalah is a condensed form of saying Bismillah i-Rahman i-Rahim, while the 

Hamdalah is a condensed form of saying Al-Hamdu lillah. This is referred to as Naht in the 

Arabic language. Naht is a word-formation process using the initial letters or syllables of 

a string of words in a formula to create a quadrilateral noun. Another example is 

Hawqala, which is the condensed form for La hawla wala quwwata illa billah. 

18 Although the Basmalah appears at the beginning of each chapter in the Qurān, it was 

not revealed in this particular order nor was it the first verse revealed to the prophet 

(peace be upon him). It is therefore in harmony with the sequence and style of the Qurān 

but not necessarily in the sequence of revelation. 

19 Sahih Bukhari is one of the six major hadith collections. The prophetic traditions 

included in it were collected by Imām al-Bukhari. It is considered as one of the three 

most trusted collections of hadith along with Sahih Muslim and the Muwatta of Imām Mālik. 

The Arabic word sahih translates as authentic or correct.  

20 Quran 30:96 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadith
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sahih_Muslim
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muwatta_Imam_Malik
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadith_terminology#.E1.B9.A2a.E1.B8.A5.C4.AB.E1.B8.A5
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It is reported from Abu Bakr al-Tunusi 21 that the consensus of all the 

scholars is that Allāh opened all His Books 22 with the basmalah. The 

second reason for the author opening his work with the basmalah is 

because this is commensurate with acting upon the hadith of prophet 

(peace be upon him) in which he said, ‘every matter that is not started with the 

basmalah is in itself deficient or cut off from blessings - kullu amrin dhi balin 

la yubda’u fihi bi Bismillahi Rahmāni Rahim fahuwa abtar / ajdham / aqta .’23  

This is the case even though the act may seem physically correct [hissan]; it 

will not be complete in meaning [ma’na]. In a similar hadith the prophet 

(peace be upon him) said, ‘kullu amrin dhi balin la yubda’u fihi bi l-hamdu lillahi 

fahuwa abtar - every matter that is not started with the hamdalah is in itself 

deficient or cut off from blessings’. The intended meaning behind ‘the act 

being deficient or cut off from blessings’ is in fact a command [wa l-muradu 

bi l-amr] i.e. to precede any act of goodness with the basmalah.  
 

Section: The usage of the basmalah 

The meaning of [dhi balin] in the hadith refers to any act, be it speech or 

other, which has been declared as lawful [halal] in the sacred law [shar’an]. 

The basmalah is not necessary in smaller matters including the putting on 

of one’s slippers [libs al-na’l] spitting [al-busaq] or (scratching the arm or leg 

to relieve one from an itchy feeling and the likes)24.  Nor is it allowed prior 

to an act deemed forbidden in its essence [muharraman li-dhatihi] such as 

                                                           
21 He is Majd al-dīn Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin Qasim al-Mursi. He was a linguist of 

note and adhered to the school of al-Shafi‟i.  

22 The revealed books include:  

- The Tawrah, revealed to the prophet Musa (upon him be peace), 

- The Zabur, revealed to the prophet Dawud (upon him be peace), 

- The Injil, revealed to the prophet „Isa (upon him be peace), 

- The Qurān, revealed to the prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). 

23 Sunan Abu Dawud, hadith no. 4840. Imām Bajuri analyzes this hadith in the next few 

lines. 

24 There is no harm in reading the basmalah before these minor acts. 
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illicit sexual relations [zina], nor before something that is detested or 

disliked in its essence [makruhan li-dhatihi] like looking at the spouses 

private parts without necessity,25 nor before a pure dhikr26 [dhikran 

mahdan] nor before an act, which the sacred law indicates should be 

started with other than the basmalah like the five daily prayers [salawat al-

khamsa]. In the case of the salawat al-khamsa, it begins with the words 

‘Allāhu Akbar’ and not with the basmalah. It is therefore forbidden to use 

the basmalah before an act like zina and disliked before looking at the 

private parts of one’s spouse27.  
 

It is also forbidden to use the basmalah before an act deemed as haram 

due to an external cause [al-muharram li’arid] like performing ablution 

[wudhu] using stolen water28. It is disliked to use the basmalah before an 

act deemed makruh due to an external cause [al-makruhi li’arid] like the 

eating of onions29.  

                                                           
25 This is considered disliked in the school of al-Shafi‟i as recorded in the work Mughni al-

muhtaj according a narration of Ai‟sha (may Allāh be pleased with her) 

26 A pure dhikr is any form of remembrance, which the prophet (peace be upon him) taught 

his companions and which they in turn passed on. These include Hasbuna –Allāh wa ni‟ma 

l-wakil or Subhana Allāhi wa l-Hamdu lillahi, La ila ha illallāh, la hawla wala quwwata illa billah 

and the likes. The basmalah need not be mentioned before these pure adhkar (s.dhikr) 

27 The law of the basmalah will follow the law of the act. If the act is forbidden then the 

basmalah is forbidden and if it is disliked then the basmalah is disliked. 

28 Although the wudhu is a lawful and praiseworthy act, stealing water is in itself 

forbidden. This is what Imām Bajuri means by muharram li-„arid. For this reason it 

becomes forbidden to use the basmalah before stealing the water but lawful before 

performing the ablution. 

29 The basmalah is permissible and recommended here due to the onion being permissible 

to eat. It becomes disliked, for example, if one is about to go to the mosque and pray, 

according a prophetic narration. See Imām Nawawi‟s Riyad u-Salahin, hadith no. 1703. It 

becomes disliked in this situation and the basmalah takes the same ruling of the act as 
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The basmalah is also omitted from the dhikr al-mahd like la ilaha illallāh as 

mentioned earlier since it is not a prophetic practice [sunnah] to mention 

the basmalah in this case. 

It is a sunnah to mention the basmalah before readīng the Qurān as this is 

not considered al-dhikr al-mahd due it containing additional news about 

past nations, the life to come, contracts, threats, promises and so forth. 

Some might object and find a contradiction between the two hadiths 

mentioned30 due to the fact that one cannot act upon both simultaneously 

i.e. to say the basmlah and the hamdalah before the act.  

Many answers were provided to this particular question, the most well-

known of them includes the following: 

- Starting an act is of two types, haqiqi and idafi. As for the first [haqiqi], 

this is the actual start before the intended act [amama l-maqsud] 

without anything precedīng the act. As for the idafi, this is a starting 

point before the intended act, even though something might have 

preceded it (like the basmalah). There is a general aspect [al’umum] as 

well as an absolute yet specific aspect [khusus al-mutlaq] between the 

two hadiths. The hadith, which includes the basmalah is of the first 

type i.e. haqiqi, while the second hadith, which mentions the hamdalah 

is of the adafi type31. We have not mentioned it the other way around 

[ya’kisu] as this would oppose the methodology of the Qurān as well 

as the consensus of the scholars [ijma].  
 

 

Section: On using the basmalah in poetry  

                                                                                                                                           
explained earlier. In the case of the makruhi li‟arid it is still recommended to mention the 

basmalah. 

30 “Every matter that is not started with the basmalah is in itself deficient or cut off from blessings” and 

“Every matter that is not started with the hamdalah is in itself deficient or cut off from blessings”.  

31 There is absolutely no contradiction here as the basmalah is the true beginning [ibtida al-

haqiqi] while the hamdalah is the beginning connected to [ibtida idafi] and preceded by the 

basmalah. In this way the hamdalah remains a starting point. 
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And you should not say that this text [mu’allaf]32 is not included among the 

various styles of poetry. If it is accepted as a form of poetry then is it 

permissible to start and associate the basmalah with poetry? Some 

scholars said that poetry should not start with the basmalah. We say that 

the poetry that should not start with the basmalah is the forbidden kind, 

which include insults or the defaming of one’s character [hija] for example. 

The basmalah should also not precede poetry that is considered detested 

like a man longing and yearning for a woman who might not be lawful for 

him [taghazzul].   

As for poetry that is directly linked to the various sciences of Islām, like 

this particular one, to start it with the basmalah is a praiseworthy act as 

was the preferred way of Imām al-Shatibi 33 when he said,  
 

I begin this text firstly, In the Name of Allāh 

Bada’tu bi-bismillahi fi n-nadhmi awwala 34 
 

Imām Laqqāni did not open the Jawhara with the basmalah, including it in 

the poem as did Imām al-Shatibi. The reason is because this goes against 

the preferred method [khilaf al-awla], which is to exclude the basmalah 

from any form of poetry35. 

                                                           
32 The Jawhara. 

33 A classical poem in the science of the seven readings of the Qurān entitled Hirz al-

Amani wa Wajh al-Tahani, composed by Imām Abu l-Qasim al-Shatibi the blind [al-darir], 

also known as the Shatibiyya. 

34 Imām al-Shatibi includes the basmalah in the opening verse as part of his poem. It is a 

1444 line poem, each verse endīng with the letter „lam‟. 

35 Bayhaqi relates in al-Madkhal and Zarkashi in the "Tadhkira" that Layth ibn Sa`d said 

on the authority of Yahya ibn Sa`id, "the people of knowledge are the people of flexibility [tawsi`a]. 

Those who give fatwas never cease to differ, and so this one permits something while that one forbids it, 

without one finding fault with the other when he knows of his position." 

Bayhaqi and Zarkashi also said: Qutada said: "'Umar ibn `Abd al-`Aziz used to say: 'It would 

not please me more if the Companions of Muhammad (peace be upon him) did not differ among them, 
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Section: On the letter [ba] in the basmalah 

Know that the letter [ba] in the basmalah indicates one of two meanings. 

The first: ‘by or with’ [ma’a] desiring the grace and blessings of Allāh [lil-

musāhabāti ‘ala wajhi t-tabarruk], meaning ‘By or with the Grace and 

Blessings of the name of Allāh’. 

The second: Seeking the aid of Allāh [li l-isti’āna], meaning, ‘I seek 

assistance in the name of Allāh’. The ba used in this manner is usually 

associated with an assistant, meaning that one needs something to assist 

him in completing a particular act. There is no fault is seeking assistance 

through the name of Allāh36 and likewise, there is no fault it seeking 

assistance through His Essence [bi dhātihi]. The best (according to Imām al-

Bājuri) is to use the basmalah as indicated in the first meaning ‘by or with’.   
 

Section: Subtleties regarding the letter ba 

And the deeper meaning of the ba [Wa ma’nāha l-ishāri] is that everything 

that was, was only by and through Allāh [bi kāna ma kāna] and everything 

that is, is only by and through Allāh [bi yakunu ma yakunu]. In this letter [ba] 

there is a subtle indication of it encompassing the entire system of beliefs 

[jami’il ‘aqā’id]. Furthermore, it is as if Allāh is saying: Whatever existed 

existed only through Me [bi wujida ma wujida] and whatever exists, exists only 

through Me [bi yujadu ma yujadu]. 

No being is like that save one described with the attributes of perfection 

[bi sifati l-kamal] and one free the attributes of deficiency [wa tanazzahu ‘an 

sifati n-naqsān], as mentioned by some of the Imāms of Qurānic exegeses 

[tafsir].  

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                           
because had they not differed there would be no leeway (for us).'"35 Seeking a means through one of 

the divine names is referred to as tawassul, as mentioned earlier. 
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Section: On the word ism in the basmalah 

Accordīng to the grammarians of Basra the word ism is derived from the 

word sumu, meaning to be elevated [‘uluw] since a name brings about 

highness or elevation to the named.   As for the grammarians of Kufa, they 

prefer the root of wasama37 meaning to symbolize. In this case it is any 

symbol that indicates the named. What is known or confirmed is that the 

name [ism] is other than the named38 
 

Section: On the name [Allāh] 

The word Allāh is a proper noun [‘alam] indicating the essence (of Allāh) as 

the necessary existence [al-wajib al-wujud]39 and He is the only One Who 

truly deserves all praise. When we say that Allāh is al-wajib al-wujud then 

we are alludīng to what lies beyond the Name [ta’yin li l-musamma]. We do 

not intend by al-wajib al-wujud an attribute which is a part of Allāh as this 

would mean that He (The Most High) be made up of parts.40 (The name Allāh) 

is then a distinctive and personal proper name [‘alamun shakhsiyyun] with a 

meaning indicating that which we see established (all around us).41 The 

intended meaning is not that Allāh be described with features like 

whiteness [al-bayad] and length [al-tul] and so forth as this is impossible for 

Him (The Most High). It is also not permissible to speak regardīng these fine 

                                                           
37 Wasama being a past tense verb [fi‟il madi] 

38 The name is a word which indicates, whereas the named is the thing indicated. The name 

could be Arab, Persian or Turkish, whereas the thing named may not be of that sort. See 

the work entitled al-Maqsid al-Asna fi sharh asma Allāh al-husna of Imām Abu Hamid al-

Ghazali for a lengthy and beneficial discussion on the name, the named and the naming. 

39 Existence is of the necessary attributes of Allāh. All else is dependent on Allāh for 

existence while Allāh does not depend on anything. This will be discussed in greater 

detail later on, Allāh Willing. 

40 This was the view of the Mujassima, a sect who staunchly believed that Allāh is made 

up of parts i.e. a hand, eyes and so forth.  

41 The entire created order is an indication of a Wise and All-Powerful Creator (The 

Most High).  
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points except in the appropriate sittings of knowledge [fi maqami ta’lim]42 

as it in lie doubt, speculation and delusions for the one unskilled in this 

science, regarding Allāh (The Most High). What has been discussed here 

should clarify that the word Allāh is not a proper noun, which was derived 

from any other word as is often the case [bi l-ghalaba] like ilah meaning 

Lord43. There are however scholars who hold an opposing view44.  
 

Section: On the Greatest Name of Allāh [al-ismu l-‘adham] 

The name Allāh is the greatest and most comprehensive Name45 according 

to the majority [jamhur]. Imām al-Nawawi46 holds a different opinion and 

                                                           
42 The vast majority of scholastic theologians [mutakallimin] includīng Imām Bajuri, Imām 

Ghazali, Hafidh Al-Suyuti and the likes deem it impermissible [la yajuz to discuss the 

intricacies and subtleties of theology [kalam] before the one unskilled in the craft. 

43 The name Allāh is not derived from another word according to the preferred view of 

Imām Bajuri. Grammarians though differ on its origin and etymology. 

44 Sibuway (known as the father of Arabic grammar) reported that its root is ilah, on the 

scale of fi'al. The alif and lam take the place of the hamza. Sibuway said that it is like 

mankind [al-nas], which is derived from the root anas. It is said that its root is lah and that 

the alif and lam are added to exalt it. This is what Sibuwayh preferred.  

45 While translating this line, the words of Abu Yazid al-Bistami, the saint [wali] and 

preserver of the sunnah struck me. He was asked, „O Abu Yazid, share with us the greatest 

name of Allāh‟, to which he replied, „If you show me His weakest Name then I will show you His 

Greatest Name!‟ Shaykh „Abdu l-Hakim Murad, commenting on words of Abu Yazid, said, 

„There is something just as effective as the Greatest Name, and that is truthfulness. Any Name 

pronounced with truthfulness is like the Greatest Name.‟ 

46 He is Yahya bin Sharaf bin murra Abu Zakariyya Muhyi al-dīn al-Nawawi al-Shafi‟i, 

Shaykhu l-Islam, the „Allama, the one with deep insight into legal matters and the science 

of hadith, the ascetic and knowledgeable regardīng the subtleties of the life to come [al-

akhira]. He was born in 631 a.h and authored many works includīng the Riyad al-Salihin, 

sharh Sahih Muslim, al-Minhaj, Rawdah al-Talibin as well as the Majmu‟ sharh al-

Madhab. Al-Subki has given his profile in the work, Tabaqat al-Shafi‟iyah. 
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prefers Al-Hayyu l-Qayyum meaning the Living the Self Subsisting. The 

foremost reason for a prayer [du’a] not being answered at times (using the 

greatest name) is due to the preconditions of the prayer not being 

adhered to, the greatest of which include the eating of lawful food. 

 

Imam Ghazali said: As for His saying Allah, it is a name for the true existent, 

the one who unites the attributes of divinity, is subject to the attributes of 

Lordship and unique in true existence. For no existent thing other than He 

may claim to exist in itself, but rather it gains existence from Him…You 

should know that this name is the greatest of the 99 names of God (The 

Most High) as it refers to the essence, uniting all the attributes of divinity, so 

that none of them are left out, whereas each of the remaining names only 

refer to a single attribute…It is also the most specific of the names, since 

no one uses it for anyone other than Him, neither literally nor 

metaphorically, whereas the rest of the names may name things other 

than He, as in ‘the Powerful’, ‘the Knowing’, ‘the Merciful’, and so forth. In 

these two respects it seems that this name is the greatest name [ismu l-

‘adham]…Mans council in this name should be for him to become god-like 

[ta’alluh], by which I mean that his heart and his aspirations be taken up 

with God (The Most High), that he not look toward anything other than Him 

nor pay attention to what is not He, that he neither implore or fear anyone 

Him. How could it be otherwise? He is the true actual Existent, while 

everything other than He is ephemeral, perishing and worthless except in 

relation to Him. The servant sees himself first of all as the first of the 

perishing and worthless, as did the messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) 

when he said, ‘the verse of truth was uttered by the Arab, Labid, when he 

said: surely everything except God is vain, and every happiness is 

ephemeral.’47 
 

Shaykh Mustafa al-’Alawi said: It is mentioned in the sharh al-Mubahath al-

Asliyyah of ibn ‘Ajiba (May Allah’s Mercy be upon him), that Imam Ghazali (May Allah’s 

                                                           
47 Al-Maqsid al-asna fi sharh asma Allah al-husna, ITS edition 
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Mercy be upon him) said, ‘Initially, I intended to traverse the path with several 

litanies, fasting and prayers. Allah knew the sincerity in my intention and 

sent to me one of His saints [awliyah] who said to me, ‘O my son, detach 

your heart from every relationship except that with Allah alone, and go 

into solitude to gather your yearning [himmah] and say, Allah, Allah, Allah.’ 

Imam Ghazali also said in the Mishkat al-Anwar, ‘As long as you are soiled 

with other than Allah then you have no alternative but the negation – 

there is no ila [la ilah], but when you withdraw from all things, witnessing 

the Owner of all things, you can find rest from negation and reach 

affirmation [illa l-lah].’’48 

 

Ibn Ata’illah al-Iskanadari said: This Name, This Unique, Glorious, 

Precedential, Singular Name, Allah, is the Name of the Supreme Essence, 

which is endowed with the attributes of Divinity, Lordship, Oneness, 

Uniqueness and Plenitude, transcendentally removed from modality and 

comparability, and too holy to be encompassed in knowledge by the 

human mind. Allah: it is the Name of God, the One, the Eternal, the Living, 

the Sustaining, the Sublime, the Infnite, the Permanent, the Timeless, the 

Great, the Transcendent, the Absolute, the Beyond-Time who remains 

ever First and Last, Outwardly Manifest and Inwardly Hidden, the Sole 

Possessor of True Being, the Necessary Being. Every other being draws its 

existence from Him, so that it is non-existent in its own right, and existent 

only by Him who gives it existence. It is the greatest of all the Names, 

because it refers to the Supreme Essence, in which is synthesised all the 

perfection of the Divine Qualities. The perfection of the Essence is the 

perfection of Being and Its timeless and eternal presence, without 

beginning or end. He can never cease to be; His Being is necessary, as is 

His Eternality.49 

 

                                                           
48 The Invocation of the Divine Name; Shaykh Ahmad ibn Mustafa al-Alawi 

49 Al-Qasd al-mujarrad fi ma`rifat al-ism al-mufrad, pg. 24; trans. Khalid Williams. 
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Ibn ‘Arabi said: I paid a visit to my Shaykh Abu l-‘Abbas al-Uraibi with one 

of the inhabitants of Ulya who was a devout worshipper, drowned in the 

remembrance [dhikr] of the name Allah, without adding anything to it. I 

said to him, “Sayyidi, why do you not add to it La ilaha illallah?’ He replied, 

‘My son, the breaths are in the hand of Allah, not in my hand. I fear that He 

may take my soul while I am saying ‘there is no [la]’ or ‘there is no God 

[ilaha]’ so as to be taken whilst in the abode of negation.”50 

 

Section: On the Names Al-Rahmān and Al-Rahim 

These two attributes [sifatan] are derived from Mercy [al-Rahma] and 

carries the meaning of Excellence [al-Ihsan] or Allāh’s Will for Excellence 

[Iradatu l-Ihsan]. (Rahma) as an attribute of the divine does not carry its 

lexical meaning, which reads, “kindness or gentleness in the heart, 

measured out in terms of grace and excellence toward another51”. This is 

impossible for Allāh (The Most High) since Mercy and Compassion as divine 

attributes means Excellence or the Will for Excellence (for His creation) 

and not a feeling in the heart as experienced by the human being, which 

may be spontaneous or other. As for Rahmān, it means ‘the Doer of 

Excellence through Grandeur and Magnificence’ meaning the immense 

grace and favor poured forth over the entire created order. As for Rahim, 

its meaning is the ‘The Doer of Excellence in the minute graces and favors, 

which we may see as small or insignificant’. There is often times an increase 

in the meaning of the word [ziyadah al-ma’na] when there is an increase its 

structure [ziyadah al-mabni]52. 

                                                           
50 Futuhat Makkiyah, ibn „Arabi 67: The All-inclusive name. 

51 This is how the idea of mercy is understood in relation to the creation and not 

according to the Creator. 

52 The words Rahman and Rahim are in the intensified form indicating its vastness, 

expansive nature and radiance. In a well-known hadith recorded by Imām Ahmad, the 

prophet (peace be upon him) said, “Allāh (The Most High) has one-hundred mercies. With one 

of them, the creation shows mercy to each other; even the beasts show kindness to their offspring. He has 

kept ninety-nine mercies with Him for the Day of Resurrection” 
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Allāh connected the two (Rahmān and Rahim) as an indication of the 

necessity in seeking from Him (The Most High) the smaller favors [al-ni’am al-

haqirah]53 as well the necessity in seeking from Him (The Most High) the 

greater favors [al-ni’am al-’Adhima] because everything ultimately comes 

from One (The Most High). That which is attached and associated with the 

basmala is enumerable and will prolong us should we mention all of 

them54. 
 

Indeed the essence of belief is love and mercy as Allāh says in the Holy 

Qurān, ‘…He hath prescribed for Himself mercy - kataba ‘ala nafsihi r-

Rahma’. [6:12] and ‘My Mercy embraces all things – wa rahmati wasi’at kulla 

shay’… [7:156]. Mercy is rooted within the divine and expressed in the 

prophet (peace be upon him) as two of the most central virtues, which 

embraces everything. 
 

Section: on the secrets, virtues and blessings of the basmalah 

Sa'id ibn Abi Sakina said that he heard that 'Ali ibn Abi Talib looked at a 

man who had penned, ‘In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful, 

and said to him, ‘Do it with excellence. If a man does it with excellence, he 

will find forgiveness.’ He also said, ‘I heard that a man looked at a 

parchment on which was written ‘In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, 

Most Merciful,' and kissed it then placed it on his eyes and was forgiven on 

account of that.’ 55 

‘Ali b. al-Muwaffaq said, “One day I was thinking about my family and the 

poverty that they were suffering. Then I saw in a dream a sheet of paper. 

Written on it was ‘In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful’.  I 

was told, ‘O Ibn al-Muwaffaq, how can you be afraid of poverty, when I am 

your Lord?’ At the end of the night, a man brought me a purse which 

                                                           
53 Favors which we might consider as small while in reality we would not survive were 

they not granted to us. 

54 This concludes Imām Bajuri‟s introduction to the Jawhara. 

55 See Tafsir al-Qurtubi: section on the Basmalah. 
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contained five thousand dīnars and told me, ‘Take them, you of weak 

certitude!’ ” 56 

It is narrated that Bishr al-Harith once found on the road a piece of paper 

upon which was written the In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most 

Merciful. Upon seeing the trampled upon sheet, he picked it up, 

purchased a dirham’s worth of perfume, sprinkled the sheet with it and 

put it on his mantle.  That night he was told in his dream, ‘O Bishr, you 

perfumed My name and I will perfume yours in this world and the next 

one!’57 

Says al-Sayyid al-Shaykh, “Abdu l-Qadir al-Jaylani: In the Name of Allāh, Most 

Gracious, Most Merciful is a treasure for those who remember; a mighty 

resource for the strong, a protective talisman for the weak, a radiant light 

for lovers, and a joyful delight for those who are filled with yearning. 

In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful is the consolation of our 

spiritual natures [arwah]. In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful 

is the salvation of our bodily forms [ashbah]. In the Name of Allāh is the 

light that illuminates our breasts [sudur]. In the Name of Allāh is the 

organizing principle that regulates our affairs [umur]. In the Name of Allāh, 

Most Gracious, Most Merciful is the crown of the truly confident. 

In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful is the lamp of those who 

reach their destination [siraj al-wasilin]. In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, 

Most Merciful is that which satisfies the needs of ardent lovers [mughni'l-

'ashiqin]. In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful is the Name of 

the One who honors certain servants and humiliates certain servants 

['ibad]. 

It is the Name of the One who brings good cheer to those who practice 

solitary retreats [khalawat]. It is the Name of the One who brings a sense of 

completeness to those who perform the ritual prayers [salawat]. It is the 

Name of the One who inspires us to improve our minds by thinking better 

                                                           
56 The Risalah of Imām Abu l-Qasim al-Qushairi, section: The vision of the Sufis [ru‟yah 

al-qaum] 

57 The Risalah of Imām Abu l-Qasim al-Qushairi, section: Bishr bin al-Harith al-Hafi. 
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thoughts [Dunun]. It is the Name of the One for whose sake we spend the 

night with sleepless eyes ['uyun]. It is the Name of the One who has only to 

say to something, ‘Be!’ and there it is [yakun]. It is the Name of the One 

who is far beyond description in terms of physical touch [misas]. It is the 

Name of the One who can dispense entirely with human beings [unas]. It is 

the Name of the One who raises majestically above all comparison [qiyas]. 

Say, In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful letter by letter 

[harfan harfa], for then you will receive the recompense in multiples of a 

thousand [alfan alfa], and the burdens of sin will be scooped away from 

you by the shovelful [jarfan jarfa]. If someone says it with his tongue, that 

person will witness all that is offered by this world [dunya]. If someone 

says it with his heart, that person will witness all that is offered by the 

world hereafter ['uqba]. And if someone says it with his innermost being, 

that person will actually witness the Master. 

In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful is a phrase that brings a 

pleasant sensation to the mouth [fam]. In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, 

Most Merciful is a phrase with which no feeling of unhappiness [ghamm] 

can coexist. It is a phrase that brings about the perfection of good fortune 

[ni'ma]. It is a phrase that brings about the abolition of misfortune [niqma]. 

It is a phrase that accounts for the special privileges enjoyed by this [the 

Islāmic] Community [Umma].  

To utter the whole phrase, In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most 

Merciful is to pronounce a simultaneous invocation of Divine Majesty [Jalal] 

and Divine Beauty [Jamal], for In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most 

Merciful is an invocation of Divine Majesty within an expression of majesty 

[Jalal fi jalal], while In the Name of Allāh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful is an 

invocation of Divine Beauty within an expression of beauty [Jamal fi 

jamal].”58 

 

 

 

                                                           
58

 Al-Ghunya li-Talibi t-Tariq al-Haqq of Shaykh „Abdu l-Qadir al-Jaylani. 
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Section: Some further notes on the basmalah 

The Basmalah according to one interpretation, the letter ba stands for the 

Maker of all creatures [Bari' al-baraya], while the letter sin stands for the 

One who veils faults [Sattar al-khataya], and the letter mim stands for the 

Bestower of gifts [al-Mannan bi'l-'ataya]. 

According to another interpretation, the significance of these three letters 

in reverse order is expressed by the following commands of the Lord: 

Offer food to your fellow creatures, for I am the One who provides you 

with food [Mut 'imukum]. Offer them water to drink, for I am the One who 

quenches your thirst [Saqikum]. Pay attention to Me, for I am your Eternal 

Lord [Baqikum].  

Others maintain that the letter ba stands for the weeping of those who 

repent [buka' at-ta'ibin], while the letter sin stands for the act of prostration 

of the worshippers [sujud al-'abidīn], and the letter mim stands for the 

pardoning of sinners [ma'dhirat almudhnibin].59 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
59 Al-Ghunya li-Talibi t-Tariq al-Haqq of Shaykh „Abdu l-Qadir al-Jaylani. 
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A concise commentary on the text 
Verse 1 

All Praise be to Allāh for His favors,  

followed by the peace of Allāh and His salutations 

Al-hamdu lillahi „ala silatihi thumma s-salamu l-Allāhi ma‟ salatihi 

 

ALL PRAISE BE TO ALLĀH   

Section: On the praiseworthiness of commencing with the Hamdalah 

Says Imām Bajuri: Imām Nawawi60 (may Allāh be pleased with him) said that it is 

loved [mustahab] for the author to commence a book with The Praising 

Allāh [al-hamd]. It is also mustahab prior the teacher commencing with his 

lecture or study session and prior to the student reading his lesson to the 

teacher. It is mustahab to commence the circles of Qurān (recitation), 

Prophetic narrations [hadith], Islāmic jurisprudence [fiqh] and related 

fields of study with the basmalah. The best expression of praising Allāh is 

to say ‘Al-Hamdu lillahi Rabbi l-‘Alamin’ meaning, ‘All Praise is to Allāh, the 

Nourisher and Sustainer of the entire created order.’ 
 

Section: On the letter waw 

The author did not commence the poem with the word ‘and’ [waw], which 

would read ‘and all Praise…’ indicating that the aim is to start with both 

the Basmalah and Hamdalah (as mentioned in the previous chapter) and not 

                                                           
60 He is Muhyi al-Din Yahya bin Sharaf al-Din bin Hasan, Abu Zakariyya al-Shafi`i al-

Nawawi. Born in the village of Nawa in Southern Syria, he spent most of his life in 

Damascus where he lived unconcerned with worldly matters, engaging single-mindedly in 

worship, study, writing and teaching various Islamic sciences. For eleven years he was the 

head of the Dar al-Hadith al-Ashrafiyyah, never accepting any compensation for it. Imam 

al-Nawawi died at the age of 44 years, leaving behind an immense heritage. Among his 

numerous works are:  Al-Arba'un Nawawiyyah, Riyad al-Salihin, Sharh Sahih Muslim, Kitab al-

Adhkar, al-Maqasid (Manual of Islam) and the Minhaj al-Talibin. 
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only with one of the two61. Another possibility for the author omitting the 

waw is because one of them could be a statement [khabariyyah] and the 

other a command, question or request [Insha’iyyah]. The waw is not used in 

this manner in the Arabic language62. The weightiest opinion accordīng to 

the grammarians is that the waw cannot be used to join a khabr with an 

insha nor can it be used to join the insha with the kahbr63.  

 

Section: on the word Hamd 
 

The linguistic meaning of hamd [wa l-hamdu lughatan] is to praise with 

words [al-thana (الثناء) bi l-kalam] anything that is beautiful, provided the act 

performed by the one being praised is through free will.64 It is done with 

                                                           
61 The letter waw being a harf al-„atf could serve as precedence of order indicating that the 

basmalah is first and the hamdalah second. The harf al-„atf was sufficient enough for Imām 

al-Shafi‟i to declare specific order [tartib] in the ritual ablution [wudhu]. This was not the 

intent of the author according to Imām Bajuri. See Section: The usage of the basmala.  

62 The basmalah could be a statement with the meaning of „In the Name of Allāh…‟ or it 

could be a command with the meaning of, „Commence with the Name of Allāh…‟ while 

the hamdalah could be a command with the meaning of „Send all Praises to Allāh…‟ If 

one is a khabr and the other Insha then the waw cannot be used to join them.  

63 Al-khabr literally means information but referred to by Arabic rhetoricians as a 

statement which is possible to be proved true or false. Insha literally means origination 

but referred to by Arabic rhetoricians as an origination sentence which falsehood or 

truthfulness cannot be proved, because the action is going to be originated after the 

speech has been uttered. Insha is of two types. Insha talabi and insha ghayru t-talabi. Insha 

talabi contains the meaning of a request. An example would be the command or request: 

Do not run. The Insha ghayru t-talabi does not contain the meaning of a request. An 

example would be: how beautiful is her scarf. 

64 Praising something that is not done through choice is referred to as madh in the Arabic 

language. An example would be: The ocean is beautiful. The ocean is not beautiful through 
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the aim of bringing about magnification and greatness [al-tabjil wa l-ta’dhim] 

regardless if the praise is in response to a favor or not. The first example is 

when Zaid shows generosity to someone, we then praise Zaid by saying, 

“Zaid is generous”. This is hamd in response to a favor. The second 

example sees Zaid perfecting his prayer. We then praise Zaid by saying, 

“Zaid excels in piety”. This is an example of hamd without a favor from Zaid 

toward anyone.  
 

Al-Thana: As for the word thana [الثناء] with the letter tha before the letter 

nun, then it is used to make manifest [al-ityanu] by means of an indication, 

the greatness or importance of something or someone65. If the nun 

preceded the letter tha in the word [الثناء], the readīng would be [ نثاءلا ] 

and this means the opposite of praise. When we use the hamd as 

mentioned earlier [Al-Hamdu lillahi Rabbi l-‘Alamin] then accordīng to the 

scholars of truth, we are includīng the eternal praise [al-hamda l-qadim] and 

it is how Allāh praised Himself by Himself [nafasahu bi-nafsihi], it is how He 

praised His prophets [ambiya] , His friends [awliya] and those of purity 

[asfiya].  
 

There are four types [aqsam] of hamd: The praises of Allāh upon Himself 

[hamdu qadimin li-qadi], the praises of Allāh upon the creation [hamdu qadimin 

li-hadith], the praising of the creation upon Allāh [hamdu hadithin li-qadim] and 

the praising of the creation upon the creation. [hamdu hadithin li-hadith]. 

Some scholars gave the definition of hamd as, “praising with the tongue… 

[al-thana bi l-lisan…]”, which is not appropriate for Allāh (The Most High).66  This 

                                                                                                                                           
choice while helping the elderly, for example, is beautiful through choice, which is 

considered as Hamd in the language. 

65 Thana need not be with words the words as is the case with Hamd. Thana can be any 

indication, with or without using words. 

66 This would imply that we attribute a part [tongue] to Allāh, which is an innovation and 

an idea rejected by the people of the Sunnah. 
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definition is ok if what is intended by ‘tongue’ is in fact ‘speech’, using the 

word ‘tongue’ as a metaphor [majaz]. The word tongue is used with the 

intended meaning of speech and this type of majaz is well known to both 

the Arabic and non-Arabic speaking person.  
 

Hamd is not recommended in the case where one does something 

detested or even forbidden accordīng to the sacred law [lam yakun jamilan 

shar’an] like stealing wealth even though one may use this wealth for 

something commendable. This type of praise however, is still considered 

as hamd accordīng to the definition mentioned earlier, since the act of 

goodness was done out of choice. 
 

As for praising something that is not done through choice; this is called 

madah and not hamd. An example is when we see the beauty of a fine 

pearl. Our praising of the pearl would be madah as is it not in response to 

an act done from one’s choice.  Accordīng to Zamakhshari67, hamd and 

madh are used synonymously and there is no difference between the two.  
 

Section:  Definition of Hamd in the sacred law [shari’a]  

It is an action [fi’lun]68 indicating the grandeur and gratitude [ta’dhimin] of 

the bestower of grace and favours [al-mun’im] regardless if the favour is 

                                                           
67 Al-Zamakhshari was born in Zamakhshar, Khwarezmia, and became a renowned 

scholar of the Mutazilite school of thought. He is best known for Al-Kashshaf, a seminal 

commentary on the Qurān. The commentary is famous for its deep linguistic analysis of 

the verses. 

68 An action could be from the heart like the feeling of love, or from the mind like good 

thoughts toward another or from the limbs like praising with the tongue. Hamd in the 

shari‟a has a broader reach than hamd in the language as it encompasses more than 

praising with the tongue. 
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toward the one praising or another and whether or not the hamd is from 

the tongue or from the heart or from the limbs.69  
 

Ibn al-Qayyim states that hamd is not only the act of acknowledging and 

stating the good qualities of an individual, but doing so from a position 

of intense mahabba [love] and respect.  Madh, on the other hand, refers to 

praising someone’s good qualities but doesn’t necessarily imply anything 

about the feelings or state of the person giving praise. Shaykh Fakhar Al-

Razi (may Allāh be pleased with him) says that hamd is more specific than madh, 

and is used for human beings that do some act of excellence by measured 

choice, while madh also encompasses those who are not alive as well as 

inanimate things70.  

                                                           
69 We have mentioned some of the key points from the Tuhfa of Imām Bajuri on the 

hamd and will proceed on the topic of hamd with quotations and extracts from some more 

major works. 

70 He is Muhammad ibn `Umar ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Husayn Abu `Abdullah al-Qurashi, 

al-Bakri, al-Taymi, al-Tabaristani al-Shafi`i, known as Ibn al-Khatib and as Fakhr al-Dīn 

al-Razi (543-606), Shaykh al-Islam, the Imām of the learned scholars of kalam and the 

foundations of belief, a major jurist of the Shafi`i school, specialist of usul, Sufi, 

commentator of the Qurān, philologist, genealogist, heresiographer, logician, and 

physician. He was an ocean that contained more pearls than the ocean itself. The 

principal spokesman of Ahl al-Sunna in his time, he refuted all the sects with which he 

came into contact, particularly the multifarious groups of the Mu`tazila, Shi`a, and 

Hashwiyya as well as the Jews and Christians. A student of his father Khatib al-Rayy 

Diya' al-Dīn `Umar and Majd al-Dīn al-Jili al-Maraghi principally, then Abu Muhammad 

al-Baghawi and Kamal al-Dīn al-Simnani, he memorized early on Imām al-Haramayn's 

work in kalam entitled al-Shamil. He began his scholarly career in poverty and died at 

sixty-three at the height of fame and wealth, poisoned, it is said, by the Karramiyya of 

Herat who were envious of his great following among the princes of Khurasan. This is an 

extract from the biography shared by Sidi Gibril Haddad. 
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The Praise [hamd]  is the extolling of Allāh with every perfection that is  

becoming  of  Him,  whether  that  perfection  is  uncreated  or  created  

because  the  uncreated is His [self-] description and the created are His 

acts. Thus, everything belongs to Him, Most High, and in reality none 

deserves praise except Him71. 
 

FOR HIS FAVORS   
 

Section: On Hamd and Shukr 

Hamd also carries the meaning of contentment [rida] and has a more 

general and inclusive meaning than that of gratitude [shukr], because it 

encompasses both shukr and hamd. Similarly shukr is only expressed as a 

response to a favour whereas hamd is expressed both as a response to a 

favour as well as a spontaneous action of dhikr. It is in this respect that Ibn 

Abbas (may Allāh be pleased with him) said, "Alhamdu lillah is the statement of the 

thankful." 

 

It is due to its comprehensive nature that we find the Prophets showing 

gratitude to Allāh using Hamd: Ibrahim (a.s) said: "All praise to Allāh, Who 

has given me in old age Isma'il and Ishaq." [14:39]. Allāh commanded Nuh 

(a.s) saying: "Say: All praise and thanks to Allāh Who saved us from an 

oppressive people." [23:28] and Allāh commanded Muhammad (peace be upon 

him) saying: "Say: All praises and thanks to Allāh Who has not begotten a son 

… " [17:111] 

 

Some of the scholars said that gratitude [shukr] is more encompassing 

than praise [hamd] because praise is expressed by the tongue whereas 

thanks can be expressed by the tongue, heart and limbs. Thanking with 

the tongue is by praising the Bestower of Blessings. Thanks by the limbs 

are done by acting in obedience to Him and abandoning actions of 

disobedience. Thanks in the heart is done by recognising the magnitude of 

                                                           
71 Sharh al-Sanusiyyah of Shaykhal-Malālī, translated by Dr. Auwais Rafudeen 
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the blessing and knowing that it has been given by the grace of Allāh and 

not by the servants own merit. 

Imām Abu l-Qasim al-Qushairi said: Allāh (The Most High) said, “If you are 

grateful, surely I will increase you.”[14:17]. Abu l-Hasan ‘Ali bin Ahmad bin 

‘Abdan al-Ahwazi]told us that Abu l-Hasan al-Saffar informed us that al-

Asqati told us that Minjab told us that Yahya bin Ya’la told us on the 

authority of Abu Khabab, on the authority of ‘Ata’: “I came to see Ai’sha  

(may Allāh be pleased with her) with ‘Ubayd bin ‘Umayr. I said, ‘Tell us of the most 

wondrous thing you ever saw of the Messenger of Allāh (peace be upon him).’ She 

wept and asked, ‘Was there anything he did that was not wondrous? He 

came to me one night and went to bed with me, so that his skin touched 

mine. He then asked, “O daughter of Abu Bakr, let me worship my Lord.” ’ 

She said, ‘I told him that I loved being close to him. Then I let him go. He 

stood up and went to a water-skin to perform his ablutions. He poured out 

much water. He began praying and wept profusely so that his tears began to 

stream down his chest. He wept as he was bendīng; he wept as he was 

prostrating himself; he wept as he raised his head. He did so, until Bilal did 

the call for prayer. I asked him, “Messenger of Allāh, what makes you weep 

after God has forgiven you all your past and future sins?” He asked me, 

“Should I not be a grateful servant? How can I not weep after God has 

revealed to me this verse: ‘Surely in the creation of the heavens and the 

earth … are signs for those of understandīng.’ ” ’ ” [2:164] 

 

Al-Qushairi went on to say: “The True Reality of gratitude, accordīng to the 

people of true realization [ahlu t-tahqiq] is to recognize humbly the 

beneficence of the Benefactor, for Allāh (The Most High) called Himself “The 

Grateful” [al-Shakur] in an allegorical sense, not in a real one. This means 

that He rewards His servants for their gratitude. He thus described His 

reward for the gratitude of His servants, as His own gratitude in the same 
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way as He said regardīng those of wicked deeds, ‘the recompense of evil is 

evil [wa jaza-u sayyi-atin sayyi-atun mithluha]’.72 

 

Al-Hamdu lillah is the first statement in the Qurān as seen in the opening 

chapter [al-Fatiha] and is the last call of the people of Paradise as Allāh (The 

Most High) says, ‘and their final supplication is Praise upon the Nourisher and 

Sustainer of the entire created order - wa akhiru da’wa hum ani l-hamdu lillahi 

rabbi l-‘alamin’ [10:10]. 73 

 

Jabir bin `Abdullah said that the Messenger of Allāh (peace be upon him) said, 

“The best Dhikr [afdalu dhikri] is La ilaha illAllāh and the best supplication [wa 

afdalu du’a] is Al-Hamdu lillah”. Anas bin Malik said that the Messenger of 

Allāh said, “No servant is blessed by Allāh and says, ’Al-Hamdu lillah', except 

that that the blessing given to him is far better than that which could have 

acquired by himself [afdala mimma akhdha]”74. Ibn `Umar (may Allāh be pleased 

with him) said that the Messenger of Allāh (peace be upon him) said, “A servant of 

Allāh once said, `O Allāh! Yours is the Hamd that is suitable for the grace of 

Your Face and the greatness of Your Supreme Authority [wa ‘adhimi sultanik].' 

The two angels were muddled as to how to record these words. They 

ascended to Allāh and said, `O our Lord! A servant has just uttered a 

statement and we are unsure how to record it for him.' Allāh said while 

                                                           
72 The Risalah al-Qushairiya of Imām Abu l-Qasim al-Qushairi: chapter on shukr. The 

risalah is one of the oldest works on Sufism [tasawwuf]. It has been accepted as one of the 

most authoritive works on tasawwuf and includes quotations from hundreds of sufi 

scholars if not more. 

73 „Abdullah Yusuf „Ali, in his grand commentary on the Qurān says the following 

regardīng this verse: A beautiful piece of spiritual melody! They sing  and shout with joy, but their joy 

is in the Glory of Allāh!  The greetings they receive and the greetings they give are of Peace and 

Harmony!  From first to last they realise that it is Allāh Who  cherished them and made them grow, 

and His rays are  their Light.  

 

74 Riyadu s-Salihin Of Imām Nawawi: Chapter on Good Character 
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having more knowledge in what His servant has said, 'What did My servant 

say' They said, `your servant said, `O Allāh! Yours is the Hamd that is suitable 

for the grace of Your Face and the greatness of Your Supreme Authority.' 

Allāh said to them, `Write it as My servant has said it [uktubaha kama qala 

‘abdi], until he meets Me and then I shall reward him for it.75” 

 

Imām Bajuri says that the author first praised the divine essence 

[muqabalatu dh-dhat] and secondly for His (The Most High) divine favors 

[muqabalatu s-silatihi]. The word silat is the plural of silah, meaning a gift or 

the act of giving. Imām Bajuri prefers the second meaning as the act of 

giving encompasses the gift as well. 

The author says that hamd is due to Allāh because of His Favors and Grace 

[‘ala silatihi], mentioning Hamd before mentioning Allāh’s Favors and 

Grace. This is commensurate with the arrangement of verses in the Qurān 

as Allāh says in suratu l-fatiha, first mentioning hamd, ‘All Praise be to Allāh 

– Alhamdu lillahi rabbi l-‘alamin’ followed by the sincere request to be on 

the path of His grace and favors, ‘the path of those whom Allāh has 

bestowed of His grace - sirata l-ladhina an’amta ‘alayhim…’ Those favored 

with divine grace are mentioned in surah nisa where Allāh says, ‘And whoever 

obeys Allāh and the Messenger, they will be in the company of those on whom 

Allāh has bestowed His grace, the Prophets [nabiyyin], the truthful [Siddiqin], the 

                                                           
75 Tafsir Ibn Kathir; section: The virtues of hamd. The spontaneity of the prophet‟s 

companions (may Allāh be pleased with him) is what I would like to bring to the reader‟s 

attention. Their response was a vibrant one emanating from the heart, which brought 

forth the beauty Islam has to offer. They understood Islam to be way of being, rather 

than a way of life, and were not morbidly introspective, being constantly on the lookout 

for every word being an innovation. Enough for us to ponder over is the fact that we use 

this supplication in our prayers every single day, even though it was not introduced by 

the prophet (peace be upon him) but rather as a spontaneous act, innovated by one of 

his companions. We see the prophet‟s response, as embracing and welcoming these acts 

and not driving them away as a vile innovation.  
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martyrs [shuhada], and the righteous [salihin]. And how excellent these 

companions are… [4:69-70]. 

 

The prophet (peace be upon him) said, ‘Whoever treads a path in the pursuit of 

knowledge [yatlubu fiha ‘ilma], Allāh will show him the path to Paradise. The 

angels lower their wings in contentment with the seeker of knowledge. 

Whoever is in the heavens and on earth [man fi s-samawati wa l-ard], even the 

fish in the sea, ask for forgiveness for the seeker of knowledge. The superiority 

of the scholar over the worshipper is like that of the moon over all other 

heavenly bodies [ka fadli l-qamar ‘ala sa-iri l-kawakib]. The scholars are the heirs of 

the Prophets [warathatu l-anbiya], for the Prophets did not leave behind Dīnars 

and Dirhams, but they left behind knowledge [warrathu l’ilm]; and whoever 

receives it, receives an abundance of good fortune.''' [Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, ibn 

Majah].  

 

We have mentioned here but drop in the ocean of rewards and blessings for 

which hamd is due. It is impossible to enumerate the blessings which Allāh 

bestows upon His creation as Allāh (The Most High) says, ‘were you to 

(attempt) to enumerate the graces of Allāh, you would not be able to 

calculate them - wa in ta’uddu ni’mata l-llahi la tuhsuha.’ Allāh says, ‘And 

whatever of blessings and good things you have, it is from Allāh – wa ma 

bikum min ni’matin fa mina l-llah.’ [16:53] 

 

The Imām mentions Salam before Salah with the intention of maintaining 

rhythm and beauty.  The positioning of the words Silatihi and Salatihi as 

indicate the natural brilliance of Imām Laqqāni in the composition of the 

text. He could have easily mentioned salatihi before underline here [ احَلْمُد
 salamu leaving the poem with less [لِِلِّ َعَلى ِصالَتِهِ  ... ُُثَّ َساَلُم هللِا َمْع َصالَتِهِ 

rhythm yet still with immense meaning. Some might disagree with order 

of words i.e. salam before salah and to this Imām Bajuri aptly responds 

saying that there is in fact no problem mentioning salam before salah as 

the author uses the word [ma’a] meaning ‘with’ indicating that salah and 
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salams upon the prophet76 are meant without specifying a particular order 

of praises. The Imām uses the word ‘thumma’ meaning ‘then’ indicating 

that Hamd is firstly due to Allāh (The Most High) followed by salat and salam 

on the prophet (peace be upon him), which is the necessary method of praise 

and greetings as mentioned in the Book of Allāh and the sunnah of the 

prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). 

   Al-Nasa'i, Ibn Khuzaymah and Ibn Hibban recorded in their Sahih’s that 

Fadalah bin `Ubayd (may Allāh be pleased with him) said, "The Messenger of Allāh 

heard a man supplicating without praising Allāh nor sendīng Salah upon the 

Prophet. The Messenger of Allāh then said, ‘This man is rushing’. He (peace be 

upon him) called him over and said, ‘When any one of you supplicates [idha 

salla ahadukum], let him start by praising [bi tamjidi l-lahi] and glorifying 

Allāh [wa thana-I ‘alayhi], then let him send Salah upon the Prophet [thumma 

l-yusalli ‘ala n-nabiyyi], thereafter let him make supplication as he wishes’.” 

  

FOLLOWED BY THE PEACE OF ALLĀH AND HIS SALUTATIONS  
 

Section: On Salam and Salat 

                                                           
76 The prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) is mentioned in the next verse. 


